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IS THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY DESIRABLE? that any system of restriction in order to maintain 
In a recent issue of the Forum, Mr. Edwin F. Atkins, foreign trade relations would be distinctly a retro

the able economist and statistician, has published an grade movement and harmful to our industrial devel
article which seems to be in the nature of a protest opUlent. 
against the introduction and extension of the beet root Mr. Atkins, we think, is somewhat inconsistent in his 
industry in this country. Mr. Atkins' article comes at following inquiry: \Vhat would be the gain to Ame
a time when much earnest thought is being given to I rican farmers should they produce beets at the sacri
the production of t.his staple. It is only within the fice of their market for wheat, grain and other pro
last month that the establbhlllent of a large plant for ducts? With wheat selling at $1 a bushel, he believes 
treating this product has been opened in this State, that Europe will probably decrease its sugar sow
the first we believe that has been established in the ings and increase its sowings of the wheat which had 
East. A nUfllber of such plants have been established been neglected. He points out that with a policy of 
in various parts of the \Vest, and several of them ha ve extreme protection, it will probably react upon us 
been described in detail in the SCIENTIFIC AlI'Il£RI- abroad another year, especially in view of the present 
CAN, high prices, and that the production of grain may be 

Mr. Atkins' protest, if such it llIay lJe called, for the excessive at a time when our producers will be most in 
questions he propounds are put rather in the interro- Ileed of a foreign market. Frolll our point of view, 
gative form than as a positive assertion of fact" may this states the very reason why it is possible, and even 
be divided naturally into three principal parts. He probable, that we should forward as much as possible 
begins by pointing out that most of the advocates the growth of the beet. If it is believed that Europe 
of the beet root industry base their argulllents upon shall be induced to extend her planting of cereals and 
the fact that our imports of foreign sugars amount decrease her sugar growth, certainly this is the time 
to $80,000.000 annually. It is the aim of our econo- for us to choose to take a step in the direction of es
mists to try and save the country the burden of having tablishing ourselves more firmly in the production of 
to pay out this large SUll!. l\1r. Atkins goes on to show the sugar beet. 
that the crops of Germany, Austria, France, Russia, In another column may be found an account by an 
Belgium and Netherlands combined exceed some expert on the present growth and condition of the beet 

Building Edition of Scientific Amel'ican. 2,300,000 tons, but that this enormous production is the sugar industry in the United States. 
(E.tabli.hed 1�8.�.) result of an artificial stimulation, which in the way of • ••• • 
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postage prepard , for us to enter into competition with these countries. road, at the convention of the American Street Railway 

Expol't Edition of the Scientific Amel'ican 'Ve can hardly look at this matter in this faint-hearted Association at Niagara. Our readers will remember 
(Established 181S) light. We believe that although in certain localities that the au thor of the paper has had charge of the 
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,publishers in case of duction. This we can readily follow without touching N antasket Junction and Pemberton, where the over
upon that vexed question of federal or state boun- head trolley was used; and later the equipment with 
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ties. the third-rail system of three and a half miles on the 

The question of revenue is next taken up, and it Plymouth Di vision, and twelve and a half miles on a 
is pointed out that under normal conditions, Uncle line running from Berlin to Hartford. The last of 

Contents. Sam derives about $50,000,000 of revenue from the these lines (from Berlin to Hartford) has now been run-

(Illustrated articles are marked with !tn asterisk
,
) sugar tax, taking last year's importation of 1,450,000 ning for half a year, and in the paper read at the con-

African exploration .............. , 323 Library, New York, award ...... , 324 tons as a basis of computation. It is then asked, what vention Colonel Heft was able to give the results of 
Ararat, Great, accident in as· Lighters, transferring g r a i n  is going to become of Uncle Sam if this large revenue what is undoubtedly the most important and reliable 
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The third argument advanced by Mr. Atkins touches before the advent of electricity, the fare for a certain 
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are not paid for in cash, but with our own commodities, fare was cut down to ten cents, The result has been 
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largely to the production of the agricultural products the reduction of the fare from twenty-three cents to 
they are now taking from us. It seems as if it were a ten cents is r;hown by the fact that during the three 
somewhat false position for us to assume, that we must summer months 400 per cent more passengers were car
curtail our home productions and industries in order to ried than during the corresponding months of last 
maintain foreign trade relation�. vVere such a theory year, when steam was yet in use on this line. 
carried to its legitimate practical conclusion, we should In thf> matter of practical operation the electric 
ever be on our guard in developing our home industries motor has again demonstrated its special adaptability 
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take measures to prevent the production of the beet root seventeen stations, the average distance between which 

" than we should to prevent the establishment of woolen is about 0'6 of a mile. yet, the whole dIstance is rUll at 
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or cotton mill�, through fear that by so doing we an average speed of 24'6 miles per hour, including the 
should not be able to hold our export trade with sOllle sixteen stops-a feat that is elltirely beyond the power 
foreign nation with whom we now have reciprocal trade of steam locomotives. The 9' 3 miles between Hartford 
relations. and New Britain were covered regularly by motor cars 
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